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Abstract
The spatial characteristics of the changes in retinal correspondence produced by forced convergence were studied. The vertical
extent of lateral shifts in binocular correspondence were quantified by comparing the convergence of the eyes measured with
binocular search coils to the convergence of the eyes as determined using nonius lines having vertical separations (gaps) between
the nonius lines of 0.5–4.8°. Lateral shifts in binocular correspondence only occurred for nonius gaps B3–4°. The effects of
horizontal retinal eccentricity on lateral shifts in correspondence were determined by measuring the nonius horopter of the subject
under forced convergence, using 11 nonius line eccentricities between 4.5° left and right. The nonius horopter was shifted toward
the fusion target maximally near the fixation point. There was no shift beyond 3° of eccentricity. We conclude that the nonius
horopter is ‘dimpled’ vertically and horizontally, facilitating local fusion by shifting the line horopter and the region of single
binocular vision toward the point of regard over a region of 3° around the fixation point. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hering [1] elucidated the fact that targets imaged on
the two foveae appear in identical visual directions to
an individual with normal binocular vision. The foveae
are termed corresponding retinal points to describe this
visual characteristic. As a consequence of foveal corre-
spondence, a vertical line target imaged directly above
the fovea of one eye will appear aligned with another
vertical line imaged directly below the fovea of the
other eye [2]. The angular separation between these
‘nonius line’ targets provides a subjective measurement
of the ocular vergence angle.
In clinical cases of strabismus an anomalous retinal
correspondence (ARC) may occur in which bifoveal
stimulation does not produce the perception of identical
visual directions [3]. ARC is diagnosed by finding a
mismatch between subjective and objective angles of
ocular vergence, the latter being the angle between the
two lines of fixation. The amplitude of ARC, which is
equal to the objective minus the subjective angle, can be
quite large in strabismus—often equal to the objective
angle of strabismus.
ARC is commonly associated only with strabismus.
However, recently it has been shown that changes in
retinal correspondence may occur in normals who are
subjected to binocular stress [4,5]. Binocular stress can
be produced by forced convergence, which is the intro-
duction of a change in the convergence stimulus with-
out a coordinated change in the accommodative
stimulus. We reported in a previous study that three
out of five individuals subjected to forced convergence
exhibited statistically significant shifts in retinal corre-
spondence of up to about 1° [4]. The presence of these
vergence-induced shifts in retinal correspondence were
disclosed by examination of the small differences be-
tween the convergence of the eyes measured objectively
using binocular search coils and subjectively using non-
ius lines [3].
It was concluded that fusion is subserved by two
different processes: a small shift in retinal correspon-
dence, which changes the perceived (oculocentric) direc-
tions of the nonius lines, and Panum’s fusional process,
which is the assimilation of the monocular half-images
into a single percept. Panum’s fusional process should
not affect the apparent visual directions of non-fusable
contours such as nonius lines [6–8]. The observed
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changes in correspondence served to facilitate sensory
fusion by shifting Panum’s area toward the fusion
target. As a result, greater binocular ocular misalign-
ment (fixation disparity) can be tolerated than would be
possible given the limited extent of Panum’s area. The
objective fixation disparities are steady state vergence
errors used by the fusional vergence control system as
the stimulus to maintain vergence [9].
The remaining subjects (two out of five), who failed
to exhibit the shifts in oculocentric localization under
forced convergence, utilized an alternate strategy to
avoid binocular stress. They exhibited fusional conver-
gence adaptation that reduced the demand on fast
fusional vergence and diminished fixation disparity in a
manner consistent with current models of fusional ver-
gence [9].
The spatial characteristic of lateral shifts in retinal
correspondence induced by forced convergence is
largely unknown. There are two distinct possibilities. A
uniform shift of the cortical correspondence maps may
occur in which the cortical projections from the two
eyes are displaced laterally (in opposite directions) rela-
tive to their normal locations. Such uniform lateral
shifts in correspondence would have little effect on the
shape of the line horopter. There would only be a slight
change in the overall curvature of the horopter com-
mensurate with the small shift in the distance of the
horopter surface from the eyes.
Alternately, the shifts in correspondence might be
constrained to a region near the binocular fusion target.
In this case, the horopter might exhibit a local ‘protru-
sion’ to include a central fusion target, while the more
peripheral portions of the horopter would be
unaffected.
A localized distortion of the horopter has been sug-
gested previously [10], and is not entirely without em-
pirical precedent. Erkelens and Van Ee [11] showed that
the apparent visual direction of a monocular contour
could be shifted during fusion of a stereogram. These
authors reported that the perceived oculocentric direc-
tion of a monocular contour could be shifted even
when the monocular contour was separated from the
binocular percept by as much as 8°. Erkelens and Van
Ee [11] went on to comment that monocular contours
such as nonius lines could not be used to reliably
predict eye position, at least under dynamic viewing
conditions, unless these monocular objects were placed
at a large distance from the binocular percept. Further
evidence of a local distortion in the horopter is pro-
vided by Flom [12], who documented a ‘notch’ in the
longitudinal horopter of strabismic patients with ARC.
The specific goal of this research was to define the
spatial characteristics of the forced convergence-in-
duced shifts in oculocentric localization using measure-
ments of the nonius horopter. Horopter changes were
determined on a subject shown to exhibit shifts in
retinal correspondence under forced convergence. This
subject was chosen because he was highly experienced
at fixation disparity tasks and was capable of reliable
nonius line settings, and because he was able to main-
tain fusion at a relatively large forced vergence angle
without demonstrating fusional vergence adaptation.
Certain aspects of these experiments were replicated on
four other subjects [4]. A unique variation on the
nonius horopter methodology was employed to map
the vertical as well as the horizontal extent of the
changes in retinal correspondence.
2. Methods
The protocol for this experiment was approved by
the Biomedical Sciences Human Subjects Review Com-
mittee of the Ohio State University. Informed consent
was obtained from our subject. The subject, aged 24,
had 20 s of stereoacuity as measured with the Randot
stereotest, and corrected visual acuity of 20:20 in both
eyes at 6 m. The subject’s phorias measured with the
Von Graefe technique were three prism diopters ex-
ophoria at 6 m, and four prism diopters exophoria at
40 cm.
Fusion targets and nonius lines were presented to the
subject on a computer monitor at a distance of :73
cm from the centers of rotation of the eyes. The edges
of the computer monitor were masked with black paper
in an attempt to obscure both the edges of the screen
and objects in the rest of the room. The black paper
created an artificial rectangular edge which was visible
to the left eye but was not visible to the right eye when
the room lights were extinguished during the experi-
ments. The horizontal angular subtense of a pixel in the
display was about 1.86% of arc. The calibration targets,
fusion targets, and the nonius lines were anaglyphic
(blue for the left eye and red for the right eye), and
were presented on a dark background. The dominant
wavelength of the blue computer phosphor was 463.6
nm, and the dominant wavelength for the red computer
phosphor was 604.5 nm. The subject wore a blue filter
over the left eye (dominant wavelength transmitted
470.2 nm) and a red filter over the right eye (dominant
wavelength transmitted625.0 nm). With this arrange-
ment, the luminance of the targets seen by the right eye
was about 0.83 cd:m2, and the luminance of the targets
seen by the left eye was about 0.30 cd:m2. The subject
reported that no cross-talk was visible for the left and
right eye images with this arrangement. The subject
wore a 3.25 diopter trial lens over each eye to correct
for his myopia. The positions of the calibration targets,
fusion targets, nonius lines, and the eyes throughout
this paper reflect compensation for the prismatic effects
of these lenses [13].
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In both experiments, the subject was immobilized by
a tight-fitting dental impression and forehead rest.
3. Experiment 1
3.1. Methods
The purpose of this part was to measure the vertical
extent of the shifts in retinal correspondence relative to
the fixation point. Shifts in correspondence were
defined in the conventional manner as differences in the
vergence angle of the eyes measured objectively and
subjectively. The subject was required to fuse a rela-
tively large vergence demand. The objective position of
the eyes was then measured using scleral search coils
while the subjective alignment of the eyes was measured
simultaneously using nonius lines.The scleral search coil
equipment consisted of two pairs of Helmholtz field
coils (Model EM3, Remmel Labs, Ashland, MA). The
subject wore annular silicone contact lenses (search
coils) in which a coil of wire was embedded (Skalar
Medical, Delft). As the eye rotated a voltage was
induced within the eye coil that was proportional to the
cosine of the angle between the plane of the eye coil
and the direction of the magnetic field [14]. The final
voltages were fed into oscilloscopes for visual tracking
of eye position and blinks during testing. The voltages
from the eye movement monitor were also fed into a
computer through a 12-bit analog to digital converter.
The bit resolution of the analog-to-digital converter
corresponded to about 0.26%. The measured drift of the
equipment was B1% of arc, and the resolution was
about 1% of arc. Ocular torsion was not monitored in
these experiments. The effects of misalignment of the
search coils on the measurements of horizontal eye
position in this experiment were expected to be quite
small because the straight ahead position of the lines of
fixation were parallel to both the horizontal and verti-
cal field coils, and because the vertical position of the
fusion targets was held constant [15].
The presentation of the calibration targets, fusion
targets, and nonius lines for this experiment was con-
trolled by computer.
Calibration of the scleral search coils was accom-
plished by having the subject monocularly fixate a small
square (17% of arc in size) at 6° left, 3° left, 0° or straight
ahead of the nose, 3° right, and 6° right. When the
subject felt that he was accurately fixating the center of
the square at each angular position, he clicked the left
button of a trackball mouse (Kensington, San Mateo,
CA). This signaled the computer to record ten digitized
signals from each of the eye coils. These signals were
recorded every 0.20 s. The calibration procedure was
repeated after the measurements of all fixation dispari-
ties were completed, to account for any slippage of the
search coil during the trial. Linear regression analysis of
all digitized values versus angle was performed, yielding
calibration regression equations of the form [digitized
signalgain(angle) (digitized signal)0] for both the
left and right eyes [16].
Central fusion squares identical to the calibration
targets were used for the comparison of simultaneously
measured objective and subjective fixation disparities.
The fusion squares were set at a relative convergent
angle of about 9.10° with no change in accommodative
stimulus. The nonius lines surrounding the fusion
targets were about 1.96° in length, and :2 arc minutes
wide (Fig. 1A). In order to assess the vertical extent of
the shifts in correspondence a vertical gap was intro-
duced between the upper and lower nonius lines. Verti-
cal gap separations between the nonius lines of about
31%, 48%, 1.59°, 2.38°, 3.17°, 3.97° and 4.76° were pre-
sented five times in random order.
The data was collected in the following way. The
central fusion squares were presented along with the
Fig. 1. Illustrations showing the angular dimensions of the fusion
targets and nonius lines used in experiment 1 (A) and experiment 2
(B). In experiment 1, the gap between the nonius lines was varied
between 31% and 4.76°. In experiment 2, the eccentricity (ecc.) of the
nonius lines was varied between 4.56° left and right.
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nonius lines at one of the seven vertical gap separa-
tions. After fusing the squares, the subject was asked to
stare at the center of the fused square, and to align the
nonius lines vertically using the trackball mouse. The
nonius lines would move opposite to one another at
equal rates as the subject adjusted the trackball mouse,
and the lines could be moved in steps of one pixel
(1.86%) for very fine adjustments. Once the subject had
aligned the nonius lines, he clicked the left mouse
button which signaled the computer to record the posi-
tions of the nonius lines and ten consecutive signals
from the search coils of the left and right eyes. These
digitized values were recorded every 0.20 s. A second
trial was performed ca. 1 week after the first trial.
3.2. Results
The average angular position of each eye, at each
vertical gap separation, was determined from the 50
digitized values using the calibration regression equa-
tions. These positions were used to calculate the objec-
tive vergence of the eyes. Then the average objective
fixation disparity, at each nonius gap separation, was
found by subtracting the vergence demand (9.10°) from
the objective vergence. The average subjective fixation
disparity at each gap separation was determined by
subtracting the vergence demand (9.10°) from the aver-
age nonius line setting at each gap separation.
Error bars were applied to the data for each trial.
For the objective data, the error bars were derived from
the uncertainty in the y-intercepts and gains (slopes) of
the calibration regression equations. The method has
been described in a previous publication [16], and is
provided in Appendix A. Additionally, all 50 pairs (left
and right eyes) of digitized values at each nonius gap
separation were converted to angular separations of the
eyes. The standard errors for the 50 angular separations
at each nonius gap separation were very small (never
exceeding 2.1%), and therefore these standard errors
were not included in the determination of the S.D. of
the objective data. Error bars (S.D.91) were applied
to the objective data based only on the S.D. derived
from the calibration regression equations.
The standard errors for the five nonius line settings at
each vertical nonius line separation were also examined.
The standard errors were quite small, never exceeding
3.2%. The standard errors did not increase as the vertical
nonius line separation increased. Furthermore, as we
will show, these standard errors were not directly uti-
lized for statistical comparison of the objective and
subjective fixation disparities. For these reasons, error
bars were not added to the nonius data.
The results of the two trials are presented in Fig.
2(A,B) and the average for the two trials is presented in
Fig. 2(C). All values of fixation disparity were negative
indicating exo or divergent alignment of the eyes. It is
Fig. 2. Graphs of fixation disparity (minutes) versus nonius gap
separation (°) for trial 1 (A), trial 2 (B), and the average of trials 1
and 2 (C) of experiment 1.
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evident that while the objective fixation disparity re-
mained relatively constant at all nonius gap separa-
tions, the subjective fixation disparity was smallest for
the smallest gap separation and steadily increased in
magnitude as the nonius gap separation increased. Lin-
ear regression employing indicator (dummy) variables
was used to determine whether there was a difference in
slope for the objective fixation disparity versus nonius
gap separation line and the subjective fixation disparity
versus nonius gap separation line [17]. The method is
described in Appendix B. The results of the t-tests
obtained after fitting the proper regression model are
shown in Table 1. It is clear that for the two individual
trials, and for the average of these trials, that the slopes
of the objective fixation disparity versus nonius gap
separation lines are statistically different from the
slopes of the subjective fixation disparity versus nonius
gap separation lines.
4. Experiment 2
4.1. Methods
The purpose of experiment 2 was to measure the
horizontal distance away from the fixation point that
showed a shift in correspondence. This was done by
comparing nonius horopters for our subject under a
normal vergence demand, and under a large relative
vergence demand of about 8.20° convergent.
The fusion targets (17% squares) and vertical nonius
lines were anaglyphic targets identical in color and
luminance to those used in experiment 1 (Fig. 1B). The
fusion squares were first set at a relative convergent
angle of 3%. The nonius lines were separated vertically
from the fusion squares by about 7%. The subject was
instructed to fixate the center of the fused square and
vertically align the nonius lines using the trackball
mouse. The nonius line measurements were obtained at
11 different retinal eccentricities: straight ahead of the
nose (along the midsagittal line), 54% left and right of
the midsagittal line, 1.82° left and right of the midline,
2.74° left and right of the midsagittal line, 3.65° left and
right of the midsagittal line, and 4.56° left and right of
the midsagittal line. Once the subject had aligned the
Fig. 3. Nonius horopters (disparity vs. eccentricity) for experiment 2
(lower two curves). The upper curve shows the differences in dispari-
ties of the two lower curves.
nonius lines, he would click the left mouse button,
signaling the computer to record the positions of the
nonius lines. The order of presentation was random
and each measurement was repeated five times.
A second series of nonius measurements was made
immediately after the first using an identical procedure,
except that the fusion targets were now set at a relative
convergent angle of about 8.20°. The entire procedure
was repeated ca. 1 week later.
4.2. Results
The disparities of the subjectively aligned nonius lines
were averaged over the two trials. Also, the right and
left field settings were combined at each eccentricity
(there was only minor right–left skewing of the
horopter data). The results for normal and forced
vergence are plotted in the lower two curves of Fig. 3.
The difference in nonius settings for these two vergence
demands is plotted in the upper most curve. The verti-
cal bars on the difference plot in Fig. 3 were calculated
by taking the square root of the value given by [(vari-
ance for 3% case:number of measurements) (variance
for the 8.20° case:number of measurements)] [18] and
represent S.D.91.
5. Discussion
In experiment 1, the slopes of the objective fixation
disparity versus nonius gap separation line and the
subjective fixation disparity versus nonius gap separa-
Table 1
T-statistic and associated P-value after fitting the regression model in
Appendix B to the data of experiment 1
Trial P-valueT-statistic (degrees of freedom)
0.01902.78(10)1
0.00019.24(10)2
Average of 1 6.02(10) 0.0001
and 2
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tion line were found to be significantly different (Fig.
2). The subjective exo fixation disparity increased as the
nonius gap separation increased, while the objective exo
fixation disparity remained relatively constant at all
nonius gap separations.
According to the classical definition, the difference in
objective and subjective fixation disparity curves is
equal to the magnitude of the shift in retinal correspon-
dence [3]. The size of the shift in retinal correspondence
approaches zero for nonius gap separations of 5°, or at
approximate separations between each nonius line and
the central fusion target of 2–3°. This indicates that
there is a finite vertical range around the fusion target
over which the shift in retinal correspondence occurs.
Within this zone, the magnitude of the shift in retinal
correspondence gradually decreases as the nonius lines
are moved away from the fixation point. Outside this
zone the subjective fixation disparities accurately repre-
sent the objective positions of the eyes.
It should be noted that the changes in the subjective
fixation disparity with gap separation cannot be ac-
counted for by tilt of the vertical horopter resulting
from cyclorotation of the eyes or retinal shear. This tilt
would cause the nonius lines to appear counterrotated,
but would not introduce a differential lateral displace-
ment, which is necessary to explain the present results.
The horizontal extent of the shift in retinal corre-
spondence was investigated in experiment 2. The dis-
parity of the nonius lines required for alignment at
various eccentricities of the nonius lines for 3% and for
8.20° of forced relative convergence are plotted in Fig.
3 (bottom two curves). These represent nonius
horopters plotted in the manner proposed by Shipley
and Rawlings [19,20]. It is clear that the nonius
horopter for the 3% case is quite flat (which indicates its
shape is similar to the Vieth–Muller circle). However,
the nonius horopter for the 8.20° case seems to have a
negative slope which increases in absolute magnitude
until reaching a peripheral nonius line position of about
2–3°. Beyond 2–3° of eccentricity, the nonius horopter
is relatively unaffected. The differences in subjective
disparities for the 3% and the 8.20° cases are also shown
in Fig. 3 (upper curve).
The difference between the 3% and 8.20° forced con-
vergence cases was smallest when the nonius lines were
centered on the midsaggital line, then increased as the
eccentricity of the nonius lines increased to 2.74°, re-
maining constant beyond. To confirm the trend in the
difference data, a linear regression was first performed
for differences at nonius line positions of 0°, 54%, 1.82°
and 2.74°. From this regression, a correlation coeffi-
cient (r) of 0.95 was obtained. A t-test was then
performed for these four data points, the null hypothe-
sis being that the slope of the line given by these data
points was not significantly different from zero, and
therefore that no useful linear relationship existed be-
tween the differences in subjective disparity and the
eccentricity of the nonius lines. The value of the t-test
was 4.24 (two degrees of freedom), and the associated
P-value was 0.05. The null hypothesis could therefore
be rejected at an a value of 0.05. Therefore, a linear
relationship existed over this range of nonius positions
between the differences in mean disparities for the 3%
and 8.20° cases and the eccentricity of the nonius lines.
A second linear regression was performed for the differ-
ence values at nonius line eccentricities of 2.74, 3.65
and 4.56°. For this regression, r was found to be
0.498. A t-test identical to that above was per-
formed, testing the null hypothesis that the slope of the
regression fit was not significantly different from zero.
The value of the t-test was 0.57 (one degree of
freedom), and the associated P-value was 0.668. There-
fore, no linear relationship was found, and we conclude
that the differences in mean disparities remained rela-
tively constant over this range of eccentricities.
The results of the difference data (Fig. 3) are consis-
tent with the presence of a maximum shift in retinal
correspondence near the fixation point with the effect
disappearing at about 3° eccentricity. At that point, the
subjective disparity presumably equals the objective
disparity (which was shown in experiment 1 to remain
relatively constant at all nonius gap separations). The
objective disparity can therefore be estimated from the
subjective disparities at nonius line eccentricities where
the subjective data are constant (2.74, 3.65 and 4.56°).
Averaging the subjective disparities at these three non-
ius line positions, we estimate that the objective dispar-
ity was about 13.6% exo. Fig. 4 was created by
subtracting the average subjective disparities at all non-
Fig. 4. Graph of estimated objective fixation disparity minus subjec-
tive disparity versus nonius line eccentricity for experiment 2.
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ius line positions from the presumed objective disparity
(13.6% exo). It is clear from this figure that around the
fusion target (small eccentricities), the subjective and
objective disparities are quite different which indicates a
shift in retinal correspondence. However, the subjective
disparity gradually increases as the eccentricity of the
nonius lines increases until this disparity is nearly equal
to the objective disparity. Therefore, the horizontal
half-width of the region in physical space over which
the shift in correspondence is present is 2–3°.
5.1. The dimpled horopter
The significance of these results is illustrated in Fig.
5, which depicts a horizontal cross section of the region
of single binocular vision. This is the region around the
line horopter that lies within Panum’s fusional areas.
Attempting to fuse the point of regard during forced
convergence causes a relative divergence of the eyes
(exo fixation disparity). The point of regard must fall
within the region of single binocular vision to avoid
diplopia, thus limiting the size of the fixation disparity
to the angular half-width of this region.
In the case of normal correspondence (Fig. 5A), the
objective angle of the eyes, which is the angle measured
from the fixation point, is the same as the subjective
angle, which is measured from the line horopter. Fig.
5(B) illustrates the effect of the local shift in retinal
correspondence found in this experiment. The line
horopter and the region of single binocular vision are
distended toward the point of regard in the region near
the fixation point, causing the objective angle to be
larger than the subjective angle. The shift in the
horopter caused by a change in correspondence clearly
facilitates fusion in the presence of a large objective
fixation disparity. Large objective fixation disparities
have an important functional value as they permit a
greater fusional vergence response [4,9].
Fig. 5(C) illustrates an alternate explanation that
could account for the large objective fixation disparities
found during forced vergence. It is known that Panum’s
fusional area is capable of expansion [21,22]. Is
Panum’s area simply expanded to encompass the point
of regard? Simple expansion of the size of Panum’s
fusional area should not affect the alignment of the
dichoptic nonius lines [6–8]. In this case, the objective
and subjective angles would be equal (Fig. 5C). Also,
the data provide little support for significant expansion
of Panum’s area. The subjective fixation disparity
(which defines the magnitude of Panum’s area as stated
by Crone and Hardjowijoto [23]) had a size near the
fovea (B10%) consistent with previous reports [2].
The magnitude of the vergence-induced shifts in cor-
respondence were assessed vertically as well as horizon-
tally for a small central fusion target. The overall effect
on the horopter found in this experiment is illustrated
Fig. 5. Horizontal cross-section of the region of single binocular
vision illustrating the maximum fixation disparity possible for normal
correspondence (A); the effect of a local micro anomalous retinal
correspondence (B); and the effect of simple expansion of Panum’s
fusional area (C).
in Fig. 6. The horopter under forced convergence ex-
hibits a ‘dimple’ that extends 2–3° radially around the
fixation point and projects (up to :14%) toward the
eyes. (Presumably, the dimple would project away from
the eyes if forced divergence stimuli were utilized). Only
in the study of Erkelens and Van Ee [11] has this form
of retinal correspondence plasticity been demonstrated
previously.
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It is not known at this time if there is any relation-
ship between the onset of shifts in retinal correspon-
dence and patient asthenopia or other symptomology.
Certainly fusion of the disparate targets [9.10° of forced
relative vergence (experiment 1) and 8.20° of forced
relative vergence (experiment 2)], which were unequal in
both color and luminance, could not be sustained by
our subject without discomfort [24].
These results also raise the issue of whether the
changes in the horopter precipitated by forced vergence
will cause a commensurate stereoscopic distortion of
binocular visual space. When making nonius horopter
measurements in these experiments the point of regard
was the only fusion target in the field of view. However,
shifts in retinal correspondence have also been shown
to be induced by peripheral fusion targets [25,4]. It is
conceivable that multiple fusion targets in the visual
field would induce a series of dimples that might coa-
lesce or form a cobblestone like effect in binocular
visual space. The effect of the shifts in retinal corre-
spondence on the apparent fronto–parallel plane is
currently being evaluated.
6. Conclusion
The results indicated that binocular stress from
forced convergence induces a small but significant
change in retinal correspondence. When a small central
point of regard was used as the fusion target the
changes in retinal correspondence occurred only within
about 3° of the fixation point. These changes in corre-
spondence were consistent with a nonius horopter that
was ‘dimpled’ as depicted in Fig. 6. The dimple enabled
fusion of the point of regard in the presence of an
objective fixation disparity larger than the normal ex-
tent of Panum’s area.
Appendix A. Determination of variance in objective
data from uncertainty in calibration regression
equations [17]
The calibration regression equation is as follows:
yeyeb0b1x (1)
where yeyedigitized signaleye, b0digitized signal,
b1slope or gain and xangle.
To predict xnew from the calibration regression
equation:
xnew (yeyeb0):b1 (2)
s2{xnew}
MSE
(b1)2
{1 (1:n) [(xnewx)2:S(xix)2]}
(3)
where s2{xnew}is the variance of the angle (xnew) pre-
dicted from the calibration equation, MSE is the mean
square error for the calibration equation, n is the
number of observations used to generate the calibration
equation, x is the mean value of the angle used to
generate the calibration equation (x0 in these experi-
ments), and xi is the angle of the i th observation used to
generate the calibration equation.
s2{ynew}MSE{(1:n) [(xnewx)2:S(xix)2]} (4)
where s2{ynew} is the variance of the y value predicted
for a given value of xnew
s2{xnew}
1
(b1)2
{MSEs2(ynew)} (5)
To determine the total variance for [xnew(left eye)
xnew(right eye)]:
s2{xnew(left)xnew(right)}
s2{xnew(left)}s2{xnew(right)} (6)
Appendix B. Method to determine whether the slope of
the objective fixation disparity versus vertical nonius
separation line is significantly different from the
subjective fixation disparity versus vertical nonius
separation line [17]
The regression model is as follows:
YiB0B1xi1B2xi2B3xi1xi2 (7)
Fig. 6. Illustration of the ‘dimple’ in the nonius horopter and the
associated region of fusion which occurs under forced convergence.
The angle between the solid fixation lines represents the subjective
angle of convergence. The angle between the dashed fixation lines is
the objective angle of convergence.
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where Yifixation disparity, xi1vertical nonius line
separation and xi2 is the indicator variable. xi21 for
objective fixation disparities, and xi20 for subjective
fixation disparities.
The null hypothesis is B30, while the alternative
hypothesis is B3"0. If the null hypothesis is rejected,
then the term B3xi1xi2 is required in the regression
model (i.e. the slope for the objective fixation disparity
and subjective fixation disparity lines are significantly
different). B3 indicates how much greater (smaller) is
the slope for the objective fixation disparity data than
for the subjective fixation disparity data.
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